With a stroke of Scripto in the National Chapel, the Rock has signed the bottom line to hated violence, the hunt of American violence these last ten years. We won't see the afro-comb horrors any longer. Joy is national now, finally. Telephone calls free now, Americans talk to one another, the lines humming across the wide continent. Money is talking to Loma Linda. America has connected good and the juice is coursing over the great Divide. There are those who carp, who DIGITIZE the president, even from the blue rayon carpets of the Senate, and only recently had a senator been bloated like a sheep in its ashes. Weapons are reported piling up in mountain the size of 5 story buildings near police garages, city playgrounds.
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A DAY IN THE JUNGLE

NO ATOMIC CARS YET: BUCK ROGERS FAR OFF

Despite reports of atomic energy used in small quantities to power auto, Sen. Saraje Hukpo said Saturday that such use of the atom’s strength was only Buck Rogers type hope does not bear the least in any lab development. He said, “These men in the labs aren’t thinking about cars—not the only practical use for atomic power today and for a long time to come but bucking bombs. The American public shouldn’t be so naive. They will wake up when their cars are all dead in their garages. They will wake up when gas cans are hung on walls like trophy antlers. There are no atomic cars. Get your head out of the collective beach. No one is working on these type of cars. They are not interested in that in Maryland.

Ricky says there will be no more violence, and people trust this man. He says the Bible is right and we can put away childish things. He says it is childish to fight. He says to whip small children.

NEWS FROM THE COUNTRY PEOPLE

Well it’s cloudy out side but the sun is trying to break through. Maybe another nice day, really beautiful as it was yesterday. Nice sunshine.

Don’t believe in marriage: nothing new their plenty all over the world now, getting all the time. But there will be wailing and hating of teeth. Will our heaven father ever forgive this wicked work? The young don’t know how to put blisters on their hands. Seen where a treasurer of the Kansas Academy of Science, 25,000 over a two year period. Stole it like it was. But faince could not get her. What did she gain by short changing the people, to the dirt out now all over town it looks like a demony of Science, 25, there is a new look in the Territories could be sudden, and no one wishes to be caught mooning in the garage, far away from the woman, when this happens. Target practice now live on the hillside, thanks to Rotory Club and Lawmen’s Men’s Club collaboration.

At the Glasgow Pie Bowling Lanes on Lewis Avenue shortly after 12, three white boys claim that they were rude- ly attacked by a male Jap and Chinese. Police report, Mexican, Italian, and Polish. A white girl with them. Sitting in a bar, the multi-national group entered accompanied by a white girl. The girl eyed one while. The four went to work on each other. It was a case of (hurting remarks) about them. The words they spoke to me—something I had made up:

M. May, widely known in Europe and in this country as a maker of violins and credited by experts with having rediscovered cromovenus varnish, is dead at Far Rockaway from diaolite, from which he long suffered. He was forty-eight. He leaves a beautiful wife, and a blind daughter. To the daugh- ter, a violin maker of skill, he gave the cromovenus secret varnish recipe, on the death bed.

Missouri’s non-mandatory pledge of allegiance says: “I pledge allegiance to the state of Missouri and to the ideals for which it stands. United with other states for the strengthening of all of us, we march to a greater America.” Cliped in Col- umbia, Mo., by artistica supreme.

Do we grow by accretion, or by reduction? Is it as passive beach. No one is working on these type of cars. They are not interested in that in Maryland.

The young don’t know how to put blisters on their hands. Seen there a treasurer of the Kansas Academy of Science, 25,000 over a two year period. Stole it like it was. But faince could not get her. What did she gain by short changing the people, to the dirt out now all over town it looks like a demony of Science, 25, there is a new look in the Territories could be sudden, and no one wishes to be caught mooning in the garage, far away from the woman, when this happens. Target practice now live on the hillside, thanks to Rotory Club and Lawmen’s Men’s Club collaboration.

In the picture, Rip is partially concealed by the odd treeless mountain, Rory is in the window. The tree is a visual feature of the historical east border of Law- rence. These two brothers have lived in the further- east house of town, seizing it after their mother died.

The town dreams and wonders when it will be released. It coughs into its pillow as it rolls in its existence, trying to wake up from the Gein nightmare, not allowed to by the threat of Gein’s arrival any moment.

Rip and Rory split the long hours of steady road sur- vellience, and Rory must have himself with large quan- tities of A, to keep his night vision sharp. They drink coffee day and night, and they are at times in over- whelming moments when they awake, refreshed, from a dreamless slumber.

When Gein comes down that road, these brothers will take the first shots—we hope that Gein is coming in a bullet-proof armored car, for his sake—and Geins body will probably split apart—split into a thousand guisich or a piece of tissue, as bullets riddle it.

If Rip and Rory are penetrated, there could be some killing, a slaughter of old peopel would be possible, and so the town turns again in its wearying sleep and night.

The brothers slog off the codeine from this ox horn that Rip dangles from his belt. The burning is the recruit’s jaws the lack of the eyeshades and a short

Ladies, Attention

Most women like to do things right and yet put out of almost every one go about things from a different angle. The right way is just as easy. Try it next time. Your ability to order your words is the right hand.
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(Continued on next page.)
Microscopic examination of tissue from Benito Munoz’s brain by army doctors in the city gave them no hope that he could recover. By the time the doctors performed the operation, the brain tissue was already damaged. The doctors were unable to find any sign of life after the operation.

Cheese causes panic. The City council will be asked to forbid the presence of the “Gift of Tongues” next being held here in South Park, following a serious riot last night. While the enthusiasm of the parade was at its height, some one distributed cheese cubes, innocent enough on the surface but weighing a ton of nitrogen in the center. A rush for the door followed. A crowd outside started fighting the iron rushing out. Scores were hurt and a free-for-all followed. Liberty Heights was awake all night.

Very recently in this city archaeologists from the geological center were digging at Mont Blanc near Oxnard’s powerful radio station. They became excited and stirred graving and chanting when they found a cyclops buried up to his neck in rubble, still fully preserved, the eye intact, somewhat protected from the acid in the earth by its contact with the rubble which disintegrated on contact with the skin and pushed the body into a preservation shell-type affair. According to Greek mythology, the Cyclops were a race of giants with single eyes in the middle of their foreheads. It is a low-level miracle.

The Ole Pickup In Pieces Caper Baffling

Liberty Heights

Since the sun is angry in July and your blood cells in the freezing American winters, come live with us at Liberty Heights. One of our most beautiful features are the free group organ lessons and the all-tenant Barbecues on first Sundays and we’re talking about whole chickens, beef tongue, heart, you name it. On Saturdays talk on Liberty radio, KYFG. These are closed circuit messages and available nowhere else. Come now! Get with the National Day of Total Housing. In the midst of you experience electronic coyote hunts using live-shot guns. Hunt prairie hen without leaving your flat. We have the new patented cows for sneaking up on them. We allow street confrontations here—we encourage it. Soft gloves hang in telephone booths for this purpose. There are regular railcar routes from all parts of the complex to all other parts of the complex. The very finest stereo equipment in the world is supplied by Ray’s Audio, pleasure. Sounds of Andrea Kontalazin in the lobby of Liberty Heights. Security Guards are a part of the ultimate safety of living in Liberty Heights. In our obscure gardens, you will roll with men and women of other sexes and strake loads. None of us has forgotten the pickup in pieces caper, the frightening pseudo-episode of last Christmas Eve. But none of us let it ride on our good times, our drinking is done in local peace now, Goin is dead, no longer walking in rumpled coveralls down Central Avenue.

SEE NEXT PAGE
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120,000 ON MARCH - RIOT
Bugs in Muncie — Continued

Every portion of the ponderous original is reproduced. The framework is of so fine a construction that it resembles the hair spring of a tiny watch, and the platinum wires, of which the chains are made. These are of thinness that calls for a microscope.

The bugs are watched through a series of magnifying glasses, that shrink the bugs and stretch their bulk, depending upon which you look in. It is a queer little show. At the word of command from the inspector, the bugs issue lastly from small cases carved from cherry wood. One of the insects picks up a strip of metal with his forefoot, a strand of horsehair. One unitizes with his fore foot the lever which raises and lowers the hammer. Shumann signals the go. The bug at the lower raiser of the hammer and sends its crushing down upon the anvil. At least a person can imagine the crash—since the largest bugs are enlarged to 5 to 15 times their original size by some of the huge lenses. The performing bugs and the golden axilt and hammer are the talk of Muncie. It is good to hear happy talk over little things in these post-hare order days.

Shumann says that if the people of Muncie will allow him to stay in America by himself, he will teach his bugs to ride miniature horses, don leather chaps, and lasso each other. He will turn them into tiny Vulcans, fashioned geometric figures, the dodecahedron, for example, from the lumped...continued.

Nixon has joined the National Dance of Joy. He is the Nosta of old. His hair is now dark and curly, the face is finer.

And he in dead, buried. We bury him. He lays, his hands in the dirt, he lays most softly quiet. The stillness as thousands pass by him in the train depots of America, all across the country, the United States of America, breaks with coughs and throat clearings. He retain a cold hand at us from the coffee and we catch him at his old sweet, laying in the pink velvet like a straited catlize or large box, and he grins at us again, even in the pale wasted shades of hideous death, with the des- cent to Hell and fire.
Arrested

The former town marshal of Hope was charged with three felony counts in Dickinson county court last Monday in connection with a series of acts of vandalism which occurred in downtown Hope late Friday night.

Douglas L. Schmidt, 30, Woonsocket, was charged with two felony counts of criminal mischief in connection with a series of acts of vandalism which occurred in downtown Hope.

According to investigators, the burglary charge and one of the theft charges were filed to Schmidt's alleged involvement in a series of acts of vandalism, and two misdemeanor charges were filed against the suspect by the City of Hope.

The suspect is accused of using the wrench to open the hydrant, nearly draining the water by letting the water run down the sidewalk.

The loss of water resulted in the cancellation of the city's fire hydrant stand open.

Schmidt allegedly backed his car into the hydrant at the fire station, damaging the door and causing the city to file a criminal damage charge.

The other criminal damage charge was filled in connection with the burglary of a car near the Woonsocket post office.

The women's clothing store was the scene of an act of vandalism, and Schmidt is accused of damaging the building by putting nails in the window and painting it with the word "trashed." A preliminary hearing in the case has been set for Feb. 18 at 9 a.m.

(Followed by a clip-out B. Hawkins)

Freak Accident

Mrs. Gerald Freeman received a serious head injury in a freak accident on Monday. She had gone to the field to get a load of hay when she received the fall caused by the heavy covered ground on which she landed on her face, nearly breaking her ankles.

"Time is meaningless and people travel through it," said P. D. Ous Royce.

Eventually—Why Not Now?

ONEXB  VOICE.

Let's be close now. We will talk here, as though my words were tubing through my lips and dreams to work on. Here's one from a colored man in Biloxi. He says, and I quote here: I take a pony train to New Mexico. The train follows a running herd of mixed-breed cattle. We follow certain cowpaths trodden in and harden, some of them a thousand years old. In the dream I am white. No tires, wide or narrow grace my ponies' legs. No fences to estramp them. Sometimes there that looked like a calf's liver wraps around the feet. I dream this happening in 1986, two years after the end of the big scare, or else much earlier, perhaps the 90's of some ancient century. Yours, Esquire Baggage. Please, no more dreams like this cropping up. Please, let me sleep. Let me read books. I have many experiments with my Life Material to complete. I need TIME.

Someone else writes: Please, Ouska, explain the process of the MOON. It is very simple. Mr. Pounds of Connecticut has written this: THE MOON CHANNEL THREE TRIBUTARY SKILLS INTO A SINGLE PROCESS WHOSE END IS A UNIQUE NEWS PAPER FORMAT: ARTIFICIALLY CONSISTENT TEXTURE AND UNIFIED EFFECT: THE EFFECT DISCOVERS THE FORMATIVE PATTERNS OF ANXIETY AND PASSION, INCERTAINTY AND ABDURITY LATENT IN AMERICAN CULTURE. ONE TRIBUTARY, THE VISUAL, ALTERS HALF TON: NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY INTO COMIC AND FRIGHTENING ILLUSTRATION: THE OTHER TWO ARE VERBAL AND, SO FAR, AS THE EDSORS KNOW, STARKLY NEW AREAS OF ARTISTIC EFFORT. REPORTORIAL FICTION IS A LITERARY GENE CREATED TO EXPLOIT THE TACT CONVENTIONS OF NEWS REPORTAGE; RECYCLED NEWS TRANSFORMS OBSCURE AND DATED PERIODICAL DIRECTIONS INTO STORES OF REPRESENTATIVE HUMAN ACTIVITY. RESULTS OF THE TWO WRITING CRAFTS ARE BY INTENTION EASILY DISTINGUISHABLE. THE SINGLE MOON PROCESS GIVES FORM AND HUMAN VALUE TO THE CRUDE WASTE AND GARBAGE COMMUNICATIONS OF CONTEMPORARY LIFE. What will I talk about now? Yes, another angry letter in the mail pouch today: Dear Moon, It's time someone discovers the art of picking up the thread. he..."
ANGRY DUNG BEETLES EAT MCLOUTH
by Mike Snetter

Citizens of this small Kansas town huddle in fear by their radium torches, while distant artillery thundering of the horror that has left their village a scatter-
ed pile of bones in a desert of death, as bats a-
grew to the reckless screeches through the heartland of our nation.

I saw the beetles coming. There were millions of them in the fields. They are everything. Nothing lived. Blinded cattle were calmly as they fled. They streamed upon my house. Their antennae piercing the air. Their eyes stink bobbies of a black and infinite void. They bored through the walls by the thousands. The timbers cracked. I ran. I ran.

The dang beetles moved at McLouth at 6:00 p.m., supertime, but no one ate in those houses of doom. Prophets of their horror reeled like the stunned flies in their tidal wave of fear. Unattended babies devoured in their cribs. A farmer pulled his tractor as he sped towards safety. "They are even the wheels."

Stranglers report they entered the city through sub-
terranean sewers prepared in advance."

Is their malice endless? How far do their plans extend? These secrets lie buried in the millions of concretes: Where else do you get everything to look at your teeth or check your bladder for cancer sign? For the little ones--we have plans for them, for they are as rebellious and formidable as ever little kids are, because of that detachment is simply supplanted at Vasaas Swiss with Wunty Burger Dough--there is swimming pool and half field. Old people can play their horses.

COME ON IN AND CHOOSE YOUR COLOR

Folks swelling in every day so fast Miss Ludlow--come into the offices and see her if you don't believe it. I can't keep up with all the interviews and applications and ever anxious of people turned away (they grin like mad every time). Once you choose your color, you are color fast. Friends love you more. You choose green, it's green, and better not try sav-
ae your own without modern living isn't easy. That's what we tell them the moment they en-
ter our door's a handout: it's the trouble price you pay--even if that means exposing the re-
search. How many times has everybody answered the same question with the same answer: Do you want to be happy? Yes. Yes, Yes.

So come be a witness to a good idea. We watch each other, constantly, without boredom. The K-Mart carters everything at prices. Our children are happy and healthy, except for Billy Ray, and it could have fought the thing in a court.

Dr. Willly Tibbs.

We're tired of outsiders coming in and boosting. In a mobile home you can stand at one end of it and see all the way to the other. It's too horrible to want such a thing from life, too. We have all we need; right next door are K-Mart bargains, the wealth of all this city. Yet we are haunted by running packs of city dogs and hordes of hungry rats set out of city trucks to run and dodge between our mobile homes. If this is dumped on the other side of the power plant I am not well and forget. Local broadcasters jam our closed circuit TV (the lifetime of our community) substituting news and I LOVE LUCY. We have no radios. Many of them. They haunt us like shadows. Yet we build a network of floodlights for a better day. We will be safe. We will persist in our dreams. Already we are stack-
ing our cars around us for protection and the city bothers us about permits and sends federal inspectors. They've been freethinkers than we expected, making us with our lives in the federal purview instead of this goopy city.

JOIN A SWISS PARADISE

The main thing to say--for all of us--is to understand what your hear about it if it isn't good. See us first--Miss Ludlow, and you have to see it to believe it--will take care of you. Join a community where everybody makes happen. As when you do, turn on the closed circuit and bathe in the ambience of soap operas of a real kind. It'll be there too, looking forward to the future.

Georgette
Vasaas Swiss Trailer Court
Your Hope for the Future--You'll love it.

OPEN LETTER TO MOON READERS by Tom Averill

GOOD LIVING

We've got a good idea here. I don't mean to say per-
fected. Like the buttered himself in public and somebody that knew we were from Vasaas Swiss and right to her face: I thought where you were some-
body even had as much. Well, we never claimed it. Vasaas Swiss is simply and only the newest idea for modern living isn't easy. Those concretes: Where else do you get everything your needed without modern living until except for once a week alis to K-Mart across the road? Where else you can see your mobile homes via a closed circuit TV, or if you're a turn the exciting color camera over yourself and see what you look like all day? Where else do dentists and doctors come in door begging to look at your teeth or check your bladder for cancer sign? For the little ones--we have plans for them, for they are as rebellious and formidable as ever little kids are, because of that detachment is simply supplanted at Vasaas Swis with Wunty Burger Dough--there is swimming pool and half field. Old people can play their horses.
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Jay hawk

For people who are not ashamed of brains.
answered complaints from forty seven of the pesky Pyncheons.

While the 8mo. old baby of a farmer here was in the house alone with boiling crawfish near the garden. Attracted by Child molasses can down over its head. A rim on ancestor, Judge Pyncheon. In all Hawthorne is said have to fear. Thus, birds that will fly from a man or a leg. Man has now taken advantage of this fact to facilitate the slaughter of birds and other game. A Kansas man has

his hair I saw the glint of its precisely honed points. I then saw my pyramids and whatnots. I'm wearing the Radio Hat. The pitifully rouged and sagging cheeks. There were sudden scarlet

 Marion, the reaper, and asked for food. When

Killed by Boy Scouts

They asked an old man for food and on, being roused set upon him with knives. It happened in Fort Smith Arkansas at the turn of the century. Two boy scout tramps stopped at the home of an old man named Gramlich at Bloomer, Sebastian county, and asked for food. When Gramlich refused in English, the scouts used their tramps set upon him with knives and cut him to death. Both escaped.

Flatulence: This new device connects to ordinary house current. Small colorless unit, easily hidden behind drapes, behind bookcases, in closets. One sell, costs a dollar. The unit gives off the power of the ocean, the earth, the urine of all species, the breath of very old persons, the breath of animals which are in a state of distress, the breath of the victim himself. To keep the fire burning, all shown clearly.

As you remember, Kenzy Cubus returned from the dead 20 years ago. He was alive, as you told, and remained in the house, and the small days in treaty discomfiture, and the bright, clear light at daylight. The white gas was sprinkled in front of a closed door. On the inside of this closet there lay Richard dead, got it to his house and kept it in his head,

the mother ran like a white coward into the house and tried to push the shovel down of the little head, with the success of Earl. But and his Happy America treaty. A neighbor said, "I can split that can with mule shears if this can is just a little rusty or weak." When that failed, he hitched up his Oldsmobile and tried to tear the darn thing off with a rope tied to the bummer. Just after the first little crowding pitch forward on the asphalt for the child, the wife took the can off easily, and the baby was dead—somehow. The baby boy was terribly black and blue, he was crying the mother was hysterical, the father was crying silently in the car. The sun eked

the men who was bolting crabgrass near the garden. Attracted by the baby's screams (Continued)
Is the Chimp the White Man of the Jungle?

Wayne's Place by Tom Russell

Hump DeMan is the big league Moon reporter who has blown the lid off the tuna trade and some other sick practices that have been going on behind the scenes. Now he knows that we don't include his children, or any of those funny ex-

were protected here we were nodding for the biggest time a journalist can have, bar none: a

was trying to pull

have said confidently in the 3 a.m. of our soul, that strong things like, "Try writing your name in the

No sooner had our

depending on what turns us on. Frequent flashes of 'Will it	

face behind the counter and looked like they would jump

attract the punk flies that were crawling over Wayne's

Hump had pretty well argued

R. M. had gone over to a back booth and had taken

Hump's bazooms off.

Hump's response was short. His head was covered with a bandage, his face was bloated, his hair was sticking out, and his eye (the reporter submits a graphic drawing here, which we can produce a miniature live monkey, which we can

in coming . He was sitting around one moment in his

Wynette layed into cocked, His hair was bouffant, his

It's a little gory but

Some of us were witnesses to this; who have been in the business of life's news 15, 20 years; who like to

If this is what it takes today to write journalism, it just isn't worth the while, do you think?

Someho our eyes have been depoited on this ex-
tremely personal journalist, triching those golen

Teacher here, was a

We are told that he had prepared his supper and at the evening meal he appeared

EDT0N DEAD HERE.

Tired of life and

He went to the city that evening, called at

Pharmacap's corner druggist, and told that he wanted to

to use the drug to poison a stray dog.

He got out of bed, built a warm tree in the wood, and sat down to write a

You are the editor here, was a

It is the Moon that plays the largest and most important part in the formation of the Earth itself, as in the peopleing thereof with beings. The Lemur Monads or Pisris, the ancestors of man, became in reality man himself. They are the monkeys who enter on the cycle of

It has just been shown. At the beginning of the human stage of the Fourth Round on this Globe, a

for the white people, for the colored, for her friends who are strung to go at large in the city's parks, for her husband Scooter whose heart valves, she told me in a calmer state, had-fluttered and-withdrew, but a few hours warning, chilled a year, buffered and left him pale, and later died with a pimple aploch-

As and who, painting around the chain of planets, evolve the human form as

After arriving home his wife prepared his

They were involved he says. Tired of life and

Pharmagucci's corner drug, secured the

He was involved he says. Tired of life

After studying

been able to master the English language

But when

It was the Moon that played the largest and most important part in the formation of the Earth

The dogs...
The blue and silver whisperjet from Kansas City lay on the grass of the now reduced and shameful Chiefs' stadium. I circled the stadium, checked on the squaw bosses of Harvard and I saw kids waving in the yard, who had already asked the driver to take me to my room. I went upstairs, stretched out on the bed and turned on the television. He said, "I'll be at the airport at 5 a.m." I went to sleep. I had already asked the driver to take me to my 80 a day room at the Sonesta Hotel on Royal. A sheriff porter gently knocked on the door. He said, "You're in a room already, sir." I went upstairs, stretched out on the bed and turned on the television. I wanted to stay in my room, but if they be any ways offended, or that story wasn't made up, they fall."

"As among Chaucer's Canterbury Pilgrims, or oriental ones, there was no lack of variety. Natives of all sorts, and foreigners, men of business and men of pleasure; parlor men and backwoodsmen; squire and chariot man, the legend of their lives was, "I've smoked more than the President," and "in my time I've ridden more than the Virginia horse.""

"Who are you?" I asked. "I'm a good old boy," he said. "The Governor's going to throw a ball game. I'm going to the game."

"Do you know why we're here?" "I don't remember," he said. "I was in the kitchen." "The Governor's going to throw a ball game. I'm going to the game."

"We've got to win," he said. "We've got to win." We all said it. "We've got to win," we all said. "We've got to win," we all said.

Bulls of the public wall.
President Anxiously Awaited Big Game Country

I knew a man once amused moments.
It was odd the way he'd paw and grunt
to get a hold on marble, granite, little figurines
of legs, lantill or chalk
made of his spring snow.
Thru, the preacher had a talk with him:
"Pagan," you could hear across the old salt.
Most didn't care
dreaming pigeons-
dropping more disgusting,
but those who did stayed up at night
to guard their pink flamingos.

A student
Julie City U.
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Editorial--The National Trench.
We all saw the Moon as fundamentally a pie,
perhaps the same in the back yard, but indeed a pie. And now, suddenly in America
a slice of it has come flaring to earth and cut a deep canal from Muusy to Lena Linda.
Still a great agamy hangs over the Nation, they stand on the banks of it, drinking La Perla,
almost wild on Kalam and the Scavage complex of drugs. All of them burned like belted
creaps under the sizzle of the national Sun. The laughing moon changed to an angry one; as
Black Elk formgulc. The editors peddled down to Madame Benatar's for help. News of the
Vito apparitions are traveling up and down the counter. We sip discrimen coffee
and said to ourselves. We sang the emotions of the social river in this
central city. We ask about the National Trench. One man tells us his frail daughter has
come down with open blisters and the way he after dressing a qual of its thin green water.
Says another, deal cuttin', carp, gar, perch, and all manner of fish are flapping up dead in the
stagnant pools along its right length, inferring the slightest for a thousand miles.

Jack Bleshier

I Got A Bunch And Your Address From William Burroughs Put Me On The List--Wilson

AMERICANS EAT, IGNORE RAIDERS
Twenty Americans were enjoying a barbecue in a U.S. Army abattoir Saturday when 75 unarmed Chinese soldiers attempted to raid the building in search of fresh meat. The Americans pro-
ceeded calmly with the barbecue; American employed cooks drove off the attackers, and none was seriously injured in the scuffle. The sour note of
the pangal Kawasan show was the overshadowing of the purpose of the affair.
Little emblems was given towards the seeds of the flood victims back home
instead, super beavers drum beat for the balikbayan. A complete nuisance,
too, was the Department of Tourism photographer who didn't know when to
stop taking moving pictures. The Bayanian dancers inevitably interested around bearing that spoiled look of mannequins who are about to be
mashed. They can learn a thing or two from the stars of the show, the pangal sidel.

APART RACE OF INDIANS

Editorial--The National Trench.
Richly caponlated in all the splendid panop-
ity of successful objects with trappings flashing
in the sun, the advance guard of the invad-
ing a city of Elks mass aggregation that the
town would have its leaves in its remote sections of the Department of Defense have begun to
move on Dallas. The signal corps that
General Atwell maintains, yesterday report-
ed that a special train loaded with a detach-
ment numbering 100, recruited from both
New Jersey and New York, would leave
Jersey City tonight and arrive in Dallas
on Saturday. A corresponding this delegation
will be a crack bad. A detachment 200
strong has just left the Utah capital, bring-
ing with them a musical aggregation of
many pieces. By Friday night the trained
ears of the outlying towns will be able to
detect the heavy tread of the coming hosts and by Saturday morning the defenders of
the city will host the flag of truce upon the
wails and capitulate. In the approaching ar-
my will be many "big guns" and Gen. Atwell
has pledged "unconditional surrender." The
siege guns of the city have been put away in
campbell halls and the invaders will take possession without firing a shot.

Today, the city's decoration work will be
undergone in earnest. Strings and clusters of
the cancealed lights are being gotten in
readiness and facing and hunting with
paintings and actual photos of the various types
are beginning to appear. Decoration will be
finished by Friday night. A vast audience
in expectation. Hotels and restaurants
should be able to take care of the eating question.

FRESH LAMPS 4.95 MEXITEX

Get one from Jeff Miller, cheap, D. 39.

SUIT FILED
A Houston man filed suit in Topoka claiming his husband drank a Coca-Cola bottle of
Purex bleach after opening an after-market bottle of the Cleanser. The allegation is that he told his
wife he left despondent after reading the paper. He said new
two days ago had opened inside
him, as though some had hatched
in his lungs. He said he was going into
me to give his cutouts.
The woman claims she found him
dead on the cemem two hours later.
No note was left. Help us defend
ourselves. Send defense money to
Bleach Suit, City Moon, Bs 96.

---TENSION

A Rudolfo became flitted suit in Topoka claiming her husband drank a Coca-Cola bottle of
Purex bleach after opening an after-market bottle of the Cleanser. The allegation is that he told his
wife he left despondent after reading the paper. He said new
two days ago had opened inside
him, as though some had hatched
in his lungs. He said he was going into
me to give his cutouts.
The woman claims she found him
dead on the cemem two hours later.
No note was left. Help us defend
ourselves. Send defense money to
Bleach Suit, City Moon, Bs 96.
Dear Process Box 591:

Don’t you dare! A tetrahedral with low animal form.

sightings? Scaring

balsa rams worse than dogas ramping and

licking on school yards in this?

United States: NEVER! Oneba
dead must not be.

Cloudfords will not cover such bright

sun. And Direct, Poison. Throttling

heated living pain of new moon?

We will light it. Masked

crime, and lack

like horrid balloon’s masked tall

at no real object.

Thank you—prefer to remain anonymous—

Need “Boots” strange.

P.S. Will you run as ad for my Mobile Home?

(Ed. Note—Sure we will.)

Starling glit is divine. Use beake, feet in soup.

GEIN WATCHING (CONT.)

their vision as they crouch in the abandoned

paranormal of the dead Baptist church of the city.

They talk of shadowing Gein in the foot and the arm,.

crippling him, and then working him over with hot

needles. The drinking bears Betro and Rip sways

to his feet and stumbles forward to the window,.

where his fingers crack the thin glass pane, one

by one breaking out his protection against the cold,

and the gun is poked out and fired three times at

whatever is moving in the muddy ruts of the East

road.

It is a troubled nightmare that plagues this city’s

vision, a holocaustical ministering angel descend-

ing on it with the sick of a Kalamazoo high.

Dial 1 to stop Gein. The bill orders are null. Ed.M.

Fritz Weber, a grocer in Bloomfield

N.J., sold 100 worth of cheese to a

woman customer yesterday. A few

hours later the woman returned to

the store, asked Mr. Weber if he had

lost a diamond ring. He replied that

he had not, for he never owned one.

The woman then produced a ring set

with three glistening stones, which

she said she had found imbedded in

the cheese he had sold her. She

was happy when told that the grocer

did not own her ring, she said

who said would enable her to take a needed

vacation.

It was believed the ring, which is

valued at $300 got into the cheese at the

factory.

Weber could not be induced to give

the name of the lucky young customer.

The name, Prince Linda, the

game, food. In this area, if you just come

over your place. Try us. When

did you visit last? No franchise

automatic cians — fried chicken

or leden burgers — just real

good-home-cooked. Big Burgers

with celery. Log in.

MEHER CHIŠIN

Menu this week

Quahog (Friend) 99” a dozen

Large 2.00

1000 Year Old

Egg F.aver 95

My famous

mustard hot

ham burger.

Jerky, Chips, Beer and Sauce.

1.00

dixie size

This sad incident has taken place recently on a Lawrence streetcar in front of Mame Dunbar.

Scotty Monroe Nelson: White rode in a Gold Cross ambulance, the last mile of his life Sat. night, and then sucked oxygen pneumonia until his heart power heart stopped pumping the lifeblood, and he died. This MOON reporter was happily on the St. Phillip St. radicar when the incident took place. The City twilight was a deep red that summer night. The work rush had created and we experienced a calming diminuendo after loboting a day on the City paper, the outstanding local publication, CITY MOON, the sheet that doesn’t cater to the dope-stained hipsters.

I saw the connection among distances, the superficially unrelated events clearly. Of oval shape, I saw the familiar triangular flight of ways along St. Philip, above the Japanese Plants which line the esplanade, the White people crowded in front, close to the automatic driver. Some said his name was Lemonade Kallman before he changed it to WHITE. Others claim he is Clovis Beauchelal of Cincinnati. This reporter saw him clearly but dare not name him in print. The stalking also sat on the brown out of his beast-like jet, li’d guess was KALMAN. And then a WHITE woman said, “Who us grain doo, bow pop sum no hit? Yes, heh’s coomb?” I saw him approach Whyte, I deceased, sliding the hard aluminum afrocomb from

It is believed the ring, which is

valued at $1000 got into the cheese at the

factory.

Weber had his name legally

changed because he wanted to include the most beautiful word in the English language in his name” he said.

Nelson’s new name is Scott Monroe White N.

elion.
**Pastor Brings 5 Armed Guards to His Pulpit**

Dear Moon: Have any of your readers ever seen "Fate of a Dys-

PASTOR BRINGS 5 ARMED GUARDS TO HIS PULPIT

Elate me with your letters. I'm interested in learning about any
devices that might be of interest to me.

Your truly,

Billie Almon, Golden Missouri.

69668

At least the new knowledge is upon us. I was so startled to learn that the sun was so much larger than we
thought. I was also surprised to learn that the earth was not a planet,
but rather a moon. I had read in the papers that the moon was
around the earth, but I had never realized that it was actually a
planet. I was also interested in learning about the solar system, and
the various planets and moons that revolve around the sun. I
find it fascinating to learn about the vast expanse of the universe,
and the many mysteries that still remain.

Your truly,

Billie Almon, Golden Missouri.

69668

Last night a Houston Businessman saw a perfect likeness of
Owen in the sky above the most magnificent steak house in
America, the elegant Palace Oreana, which Castenado
owns and operates on the City's suburban south flank
with financing by Westphover Bancorp. Owen's heavenly
manifestation was extricated in a scarlet ring of bright
clouds that seemed to catch every ray of light from
the moon and hand each one so that Owen's image could be
seen perfectly clearly. The Houston businessman swore
it was Owen, and his wife does too, and they both offer
to swear an affidavit in substantiation of what they saw.
Castenado said he was too busy running the City's most
famous and Sumptuous Restaurants, Palace Oreana.
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By that time the television shows were hard to tell from their originals. The Medium had stored in its non-mimetic matrices the imagery of a thousand of the State's glorious and seemingly immortal dead. Most of the people were fooled most of the time, and some were vapourously troubled by the appearance on popular talk shows of such people as Walt Disney, Buddy Holly, Jack Kennedy, and Walt Disney. But the public at large gradually came to wonder at the seemingly fuzzy borders around the images and the situational inappropriateness of certain gestures, and then began to doubt the authenticity of all the images and to be concerned about who was dead and who was not. And now they are totally confused. But the Medium is the only reality, so real is simply unreal. All is image, Death is indistinguishable from life, and there is no cause for alarm. There are no news. We are merely back where we started.

A THOUSAND CLONES by Mike Johnson

When you turn over the rocks and boulders in fertile or swampy country, ful, limonaceous grubs are lying there; when you turn over the sandy boulders, moist, cutaneous grubs are waiting in the cracks. Farmer's hand, fierce snakes are awaiting. The best bet is to stay in your house.

Thanks in January brings small rain in June; let your animals have free run of the barn.

Depending on the presence of dwarf, shrub, or clippage, one's very phrasing can affect the moral velocity of helium atoms. Dr. Yohs Kimmel showed the way.

The eagle flies on Saturday night. Any way you can possibly ever imagine peanu- t is, we've got them. Miss Toni and Deraldo dance on the bar of in-painted pea- nut shells. They are amusing. Little Derando and Mr. Dimaldo, likeness to feature his hand- bone work, and Miss Toni and Deraldo dance on the shore- horns. They like to style, especially when the glorious and bounteous full- ness of spring lyes like a mask over each persons soul. These are beautiful black people, mother and son. They are true and pure styling. They will squeeze your head; 12 dollar cover. 10 drink min. Rosés, 96 dez.

The eagle flies on Saturday night. Any way you can possibly ever imagine peanut is, we've got them. Miss Toni and Deraldo dance on the bar of in-painted peanut shells. They are amusing. Little Derando and Mr. Dimaldo, likeness to feature his hand-bone work, and Miss Toni and Deraldo dance on the shore-horns. They like to style, especially when the glorious and bounteous fullness of spring lies like a mask over each person's soul. These are beautiful black people, mother and son. They are true and pure styling. They will squeeze your head; 12 dollar cover. 10 drink min. Rosés, 96 dez.

Dixie Peanut Bar They are Styling
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SKILLED BIZZUDD IN CITY

Timeless it seems, as old as Newt was they say, first seen in Las Cruces in 1920, reported then in the Dallas Morning News, and now here in this City again, sighted by police only last Sunday, passed at the service of the Church of Concrete Cross, gyrating foul white suds down the stone sitting of the bellman building, and his relentlessly smooths could be heard halfway across South 7th and over into the Eastside historic area. The clatter of the ancient bell around his neck, the hiss of his snipette. How long will he stay this time? My children already pale, hitting in the closets, wandering aimlessly in the yard, casting fearful strayward glances.

SHELL BIZUDD KIDS, NO DEAD

A sleepy negro boy is laid out cold tonight at Lamanno Pseudo Fallo, mortician, at 9th & Toloceda. Why? Because he strayed away from his playmate swarm, wandered into one of the Eastside government parts, tarred to may by a shadowy wooddoo, and was sorrowfully sealed by the old belled buzzard. Reports have the boy carried walking over rooftops, the head crashing against chimneys and in-frightening terrible injuries to the negro, called Hugh Hat in the Genessee school. In an empty lot the gut was torn open by the alligator head, the boy's vermilion organs spilling into the hot dust. Boy Scouts came, drove the bird off with history bates and dipping forks. Some chased agout them, an eye had been peeled out, a reddish jellylike substance spread on the cheeks, screeching oddly of prussic acid. Squashed. Come down to Lamanno Pseudo, see the boy.

CITY MOONS - A home-town paper, devoted to home-town news, borrowed by some. Read to Ali, box 591, Lawrence. Ks. 66044

Now, the latest joy-religious crusade, a fire tornado from Muncie, has penetrated the prairie areas. Called The New Trochilics, they can do a 360 degree rotation on their skates. They sing of God who is the one, and of the national joy. Trokes, as they are called here, claim to be followers of the sciences of rotary motion called Trochilics, or gyrostatics. The leader is known as John or Dolly now perching at the audio house. Mobile houses have been destroyed, sucked into the whirling vortex as the chants become more intense. John points to the sun and signals the trochilics to begin the dance of joy. The town of Muncie was powerless to stop them.

Two elderly sisters have been arrested in an "Arson and Robbery" scheme involving more than 400 feels, including the National Fire, and millions of dollars in insurance claims, city police say.

The 22 year pattern of suspicious fires suggests the work of "one of the oldest arson rings" ever uncovered by the Fire Department, said the department's secretary, Robin Perez. Rosie and Sylviette Cushman, identical twins, both 65, were arrested on charges of hiring a "thief" - a professional arsonist - to burn a vacant $50,000 house north of Wellsville. The house belonged to Rosie's 45-year-old son, Lamanno Cushman.

Two elderly sisters have been arrested on an arson charge and are suspected in an "Arson and Old Lace" scheme involving more than 400 feels, including the National Fire, and millions of dollars in insurance claims, city police say.

The 22 year pattern of suspicious fires suggests the work of "one of the oldest arson rings" ever uncovered by the Fire Department, said the department's secretary, Robin Perez. Rosie and Sylviette Cushman, identical twins, both 65, were arrested on charges of hiring a "thief" - a professional arsonist - to burn a vacant $50,000 house north of Wellsville. The house belonged to Rosie's 45-year-old son, Lamanno Cushman.

READERS TALK

I constantly dream of the "outback". It seems to affect the psyche with augmented reality. The atmosphere allows the rovers to communicate with each other. No, not the human variety, but the radio variety. This phenomenon is not widely known. The radio variety rovers are always on the go, always mobile, always ready to go. The radio variety rovers can hear each other from great distances.

The radio variety rovers are on a mission to improve the quality of life. They believe they can make the world a better place.

"One day, I dreamt of a place where radio variety rovers could live in peace, away from the noise and clutter of our daily lives."

"I believe that the radio variety rovers have a unique ability to communicate with each other, even when they are far apart."

"I think the radio variety rovers could be used to help people in need, such as those who are sick or injured."
John Emick wants a bill BIRD-DOGGED, he wants the day-care centers Watched to see that they turn out at all the elections are the Kansas Club or Moose

Apostle and a rotating or unchanging.

To start a screw in a tight spot, hold its head between the ends of a screw-starter.

Nobody showed up much at the Fish Catfish last shrimp fry because the sidewalks, which should have been shutted and outboard motor in his reply but sounded perhaps a lurch or a navor for a moment, when he exclaimed tremenously that students too could be poor, and needy of day care too, and pence messed with the
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Figure Feed

The Cheapest Food in the World

PALACE ORIENTA

And I eat at Mme Dubur's.

Either way you're better off at Mexico Lindo.

Ask for Our Home Styled Cooked Filipino Dishes...

Fresh Lumpia
Fried Lumpia
Lumpia Shanghai
Langxia
Leche Flan
Daing na Banos
Paksiw na Banos
Paksiw na Luchon
Morcon
Special Fruit
Puto

HUNGRY? UP ALL NIGHT? SPEEDING ON RITALIN? LISTEN TO K-FROG, YOU OWL.

LAWRENCE

109 FM.